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Abstract

This project investigated characteristics of collaborative problem-solving by
multiple human agents, determined the properties needed by a computer system
to participate in collaborative plan-based activities, and designed formaliza-
tions for representing and reasoning about multi-agent actions and collaborative
plans. We defined a set of core action relations. designed an action represen-
tation language and a representation that provides for incrementally building

action representations from partial information, and significantly modified the

SharedPlan model of collaborative activity [GS90] to provide for a greater vari-
ety of action relations and more complex act-types. Copies of technical papers

reporting work supported by this project are included with this report. We
have also appended to this report descriptions of our work on mutual beliefs,

negotiation in collaborative activity, and modelling of intentions all of which
have not yet been published. The report itself summarizes our results.
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1 Summary of Results

Our milestones for this project were to collect ineraction records of planning by two
agents, to analyze the actions and action relations in the data, to identify a test do-
main for implementation of a collaborative planning system, to formulate definitions
of a core set of actions and action relationships in the test domain, to determine rep-
resentations of belief and intention for use in modelling collaborative activity using
SharedPlans. to specify conditions under which negotiation plays a role in establish-
ing intermediate goals for collaborative planning. to investigate the use of constraint-
based formalisms for reasoning about action relations, to develop algorithms that used
an act-type lattice in incrementally constructing action descriptions, and to develop a
model of intentions that was useful for reasoning about the intentions of collaborating
agents.

We analyzed data from the following three sources: a construction task. a group
planning meet ,g, and a simulated human-computer problem-solving dialogue. An
an-lysis of the actions and action relations in this data was performed, and an action
representation language was developed !Bal90. We chose network management as
our main test domain, but the implementations discussed below incorporated repre-
sentations of actions from domains in the Al planning literature (e.g.[Kau90) as well

as those in the test domain of network management.
We developed an intermediate ("logical form" like) representation that allows for

incrementally building action representations from partial information and designed
procedures for determining the action relations implicit in sentences about multi-
ple actions [Bal91, Ba192a. Bal92b]. We began implementation of a system: this
implementation is being completed under funding obtained after this project was
completed. It will be reported in an upcoming Ph.D. dissertation [Ba193>.

We extended and significantly modified the SharedPlan model of collaborative ac-
tivity described in [GS90, to provide a basis for the construction of computer systems
that can work with people in jointly solving tasks that require coordinating the com-
bined capabilities of systems and users. The assumptions underlying this model are
less restrictive along a number of dimensions than those of other approaches to multi-
agent planning and plan recognition. In particular. we assume that different agents

have different, knowledge and different capabilities, whereas most other approaches
assume identical capabilities and many others assume identical knowledge of actions
and the ways in which they are performed: we assume that agents share control of
the problem-solving process and no one agent is in charge throughout a task, whereas
many approaches assume either a managing agent or complete autonomy; and we
assume that the agents are communicating and collaborating on deciding the way
in which to achieve their objectives and on who should perform different subtasks,
whereas other approaches assume no collaboration on the problem-solving process



itself.
The revised definition of SharedPlans provides for action relations other than

generation. and enables handling of act-types that require multiple kinds of action
relationships in the specification of the ways in which they can be accomplished.
Two constructs play central roles in this revision: rtcipes and the general act-type
relation, Contributes. To model collaborative planning also requires that we specify
algorithms that model the process of an agent augmenting the beliefs and intentions
in a partially specified collaborative plan. This process comprises the adoption of

mutual beliefs about actions in the recipe for the plan. properties of those actions, and
intentions to perform them. as well as the actual adoption of these intentions. This
revised definition was used in a companion project supported by U S WEST Advanced
Technologies for which we designed and implemented a SharedPlan augmentation
algorithm that differs significantly from previous work on plan recognition: it utilized
ideas from constraint-based formalisms. This work is described in scv'eral conference
papers [LGS90, Loc9l1.

Finally, we investigated a variety of formalizations of mutual belief and intention.
A brief summary of our findings on mutual belief is included in Appendix A. Our
investigation of representations of intentions suggested the need for substantial addi-
tional research, which we could only begin under this project- the issues raised are
summarized in Appendix C.

A Mutual Belief in SharedPlans

We have been investigating a variety of formalizations of mutual belief to determine
the one most appropriate for use in the context of our use of the construct of Shared-
Plans to model collaborative planning. Although we had originally intended to devise

a representation of intentions as well. we discovered several generalizations and exten-
sions were needed to model mutual belief adequately for SharedPlans. In addition.
we determined that it would be useful to extend the definition of SharedPlans from

two agents to an arbitrary (finite) set of agents. and hence we needed to develop a
formalization of the mutual beliefs of a set of agents. In the remainder of this section
we describe our work on that problem.

We began with the system B introduced by Pollack for her study of simple
plans[Pol9O] and then studied a series of systems to a determine a modal system
for mutual belief. The properties of this modal system were studied.

The initial question we asked was how best to extend the system B with the
basic predicate BEL to a system for mutual belief for use in collaborative planning.
The definition of having a SharedPlan is written using a mutual belief predicate,
MBEL(G1,G2,p), where G1 and G2 are two individual agents and p is a proposition.
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However, SharedPlan is intended to be symmetric in the agents. so it seems reasonable
to move to the notation MBEL({G1,G2),p). displaying the symmetry. But then it is
natural to extend to an arbitrary (finite) set of agents, giving MBEL(Gp). We then

added to the axioms of B a (rather standard) iterative definition of mutual belief.
as well as a rule of induction and the necessary arithmetic to allow us to reason
with the definition. In this new system B+ we have proved analogues of most of the
axioms of B in terms of MBEL. The analogue of the negative introspection axiom
does not hold for MBEL. the other analogues do hold. However, the Barcan formula
was needed in proving the analogue of the positive introspection axiom. So. since
positive introspection is wanted for the intended application, the Barcan formula was
added as an additional axiom. One can then prove all of the theorems that seem to be
needed for working with mutual belief in SharedPlans. Belief itself is just the mutual
belief of a sigleton set. If the notion of SharedPlan is later extended to collaborative
plans of more than two agents, it will be useful to be able to prove theorems about
subsets of the initial set of agents, as is possible in B+.

As Barwise (Bar88] observes, most accounts of mutual belief are -after characters-
zations of ... mutual belief in terms of hel•i•F. However, in the work on SharedPlans.

,mutual belief is inferred in discourse 6Y conversational postulates IGS90], not by
proofs from belief. Typically. agent x asserts a proposition p. agent y agrees (or fails
to disagree within a reasonable time) and mutual belief of x.y in p is tixn inferred.
There is no intermediate reasoning in terms of belief. This suggested that one might
move to a system in which mutual belief is taken as basic, and belief is later defined.
In our next system. MB. %.e attempt to carry out this proposal. Axioms were given
in terms of MBEL. and a definition of belief derived. G is the agent of the predicate
MBEL (rather than a set of agents of BEL) and partial order of set inclusion is used.

For the system MB there are a few immediate metatheorems: MB is an extension
of B and MB is consisteni relative to B+. The importa;it metatheorem of complete-
ness seems hard to obtain. We do not see how to pro',': completeness with respect to
B+. since the definitions of mutual belief in B+ in, ,)ve terms not available in MB. In
fact. as of now we do not believe that MB is cop.plete. and we seek an augmentation
of the axiom set that will make it complete. Another approach is to try to show
completeness with respect to a possible worlds semantics.

To do this. we rewrite the system MB ,s the modal system M, making explicit the
modal operators that were treated in M t3 as though they were predicates. The system
M involves a set of modal operator:. MG, with a partial order defined on the agents
G. The agents at the bottom of the partial order correspond to what previously was
thought of as singleton sets.
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B Negotiation in Collaborative Activity

We characterized the type of negotiation relevant to SharedPlans, which we call col-
laborative negotitation. Collaborative negotiations occur between two agents who
have established a shared high-level goal and must engage in some activities, includ-
ing verbal actions, to achieve this goal. Collaborative negotiations are distinguished
from negotiations in which agents have high-level conflicting goals. as. for example.
in labor disputes [Syc87]. We have identified several sub-types of collaborative ne-
gotiations that may be distinguished by the type of beliefs relevant to collaborative
planning that the participants must hold.

To provide an initial description of collaborative negotiations. we have identi-
fied those portions of sample dialogues in the network management domain in which
agents negotiate about the actions to be undertaken or the objects involved in these
actions. (These objects correspond to grounding the parameters of act-types in the
recipes of the SharedPlan.) These dialogues exhibit one type of collaborative ne-
gotiation. that in which the agents mutually know several recipes for the goal, but
disagree either about t he appropritot, choice of recipe or about the objects to be used
in the particular recipe they've chosen. We also identified data for further study for
a second type of collaborative negotiation in which the agents do not already agree
on the recipe and hence must. negotiate at the very highest level about the way in
which to accomplish their task.'

C Intention

Our research into the types of actions that collaborating agents perform [Bal90] and
the kinds of intentions needed to collaborate revealed several limitations in the defini-
tion of SharedPlans (repeated in Figure 1 ). Some of these limitations became evident
only when we attempted to extend our algorithms from simple actions to complex
actions with several levels of decomposition. Others were made evident through
our analysis of models of intention and a determination of the need to model the
commitment-to-act property of intention. These problems resulted from SharedPlans
originally being designed only for recipes in which each constituent act is performed
by one of two agents. and used in a discourse context in which an agreement to
cooperate was used to establish the SharedPlan.

As a result of the second assumption, an assumption of the circumstance of use of
SharedPlans, the current definition of having a SharedPlan may be satisfied by the
beliefs and intentions of non-cooperative agents. The problem may be seen by con-

'Subsequent to leaving this project, Sidner has continued this research at the DEC Cambridge
Research Laboratory [Sid92].
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SharedPlan(G 1 ,G2,A,T1,T2) =

1. MB(G 1,G 2,R:instantiation-of-recipe-for-A,T1)

2. MB(GiG 2,EXEC(a,.GO,,,T,,),TI)

3. , B(G,,G2,INT(G,,,,a,,T,,,,T ),T1 )

4. MB(G 1,G 2,INT(G,,,,, A Contributes( o,A).T 1,.Tl),TI)

5. INT(G,,,a,,T,,, Jo

6. INT(Car,ao A Contributes(o1 .A).T, .11)

Figure 1: The definition of SharedPlan

sidering an example that appears in a paper of Searle's on "collective intent ionaiity.-
that appeared concurrently with our original presentation of SharedPlans [Sea9O0.
The example concerns a group of MBA students each of whom intends to help hu-
manity by pursuing his or her own selfish interests. In the first version of this example
(Version A), the students form a pact on graduation day to help humanity in thi-
way. In the second version (Version B). the students simply mutually believe that
they each have the same intention; they have not formed any" agreement to do so or
to work together for a common purpose. Searle argues that Version A is a case of
collective intentionality, whereas Version B is not. In Version A, each student pursues
his or her own selfish interest as, a means of their collectively helping humanity. In the
second variation, however, each student's effort is a means of his or her individually
helping humanity.

Hobbs [Hob9O] argues that the SharedPlan definition incorrectly models Version
B by attribu;ing collaboration where there is none: although Hobbs's argument itself
appears to be flawed, further investigation has shown his conjecture that SharedPlans
may incorrectly ascribe collaboration where there is none to be true. The Contributes
relation in Clauses (4) and (6) of the SharedPlan definition was intended to model the
collective intention that holds only of Version A. e.g. I intend to perform an action.
o so as to contribute to our performing A. However. the formalization of the relation
shown in the definition does not include a representation of agents: as a result. the
representation also models Version B. That is, because the Contributes relation is
specified over act-types, this representation does not actually require that the act-
type A be performed by both agents. Although the Contributes relation could simply
be modified to hold of activities (which include an agent representation) rather than
act-types, blindly doing so introduces the undesirable situation whereby one agent
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intends for another agent to do a particular act, something which we argued against
in our original formulation [GS90].

The correct specification of the Contributes relation is actually only part of a larger
set of issues: the formalization of a group s intention to perform an action. The action
representation used in the SharedPlan model [Bal901 allows for the representation
of multi-agent activities (as is necessary in modelling collaborative activity), but
the SharedPlan definition itself only treats recipes in which each constituent act is
performed by one of two agents.

To develop a formal model of intention adequate to cover joint activity, it is
necessary to determine what that model should include and how its contents should
differ from the contents of the SharedPlan definition. For example. suppose that
four agents (gl. g2. g3, and g4) are collaborating to build a porch swing in such a
way that two of the agents, gl and g2. are going to put together the base of the

swing and the other two, g3 and g4. are going to put together the back. To model
the collaboration of the four agents. the SharedPlan should include a mutual belief
that agents gl and g2 intend to build the base and that agents g3 and g4 intend to
build the back; however, it should not include mutual beliefs of any agent ", indlividlial
intentions. That this is correct may be seen. for example. from the fact that gl does
not need to know what part of building the back g3 is going to do. but only needs to
believe that the building of the back will be performed. The intentions of individual
agents do appear in subsidiary SharedPlans that are undertaken to satisfy jointly
held intentions: for instance. g3 and g4's SharedPlan to build the back would include
each of their individual intentions to perform parts of that building event as well a&,
mutual belief of those intentions.

The SharedPlan definition presumes a model of intention in which an agent can
intend only his own actions [GS90]. Although the current definition is sufficient
when all constituent actions of a recipe can be performed by a single agent. it does
not extend easily to more complex constituent acts. Approaches to modelling joint
intention have disagreed on the relationship that may hold between the set of agents
intending an action and the set of agents performing that action. For example, Cohen
& Levesque [CL911 allow for a set of agents to intend that one of its members perform
an action, while Searle [Sea9O. Hob90j argues for a collective intention in which an
individual can intend that a group of which that individual is a member perform an
action. Hobbs [Hob90j suggests that the -allowable" relationships between the sets of
agents depends on whether the intentions are future-directed intentions or intentions-
in-action [Bra9O]. There is as yet no formalization that is adequate for the kinds of
complex activities we are investigating.

Initial research into the issues discussed above has also illustrated that, in its for-
mal definition, the SharedPlan model of collaboration lacks explicit reference to the
cooperativeness of the agents. This cooperativeness is instead modelled in several
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conversational default rules [GS90]. These rules are used in establishing the mutual
beliefs necessary for two agents to agree to undertake a SharedPlan. Although co-
operativeness is implied by the action representation used in SharedPlans (e.g. the
activity (lift(piano). {joe,pam},tl) represents that Joe and Pam lift the piano to-
gether at time tI), further research includes a more careful inspection of the degree of
cooperativeness implied by recipes and the possible need to incorporate other aspects
of cooperativeness into the SharedPlan definition itself.

Thus. SharedPlans combine three separable aspects of collaborative planning and
activity: the need to model complex actions in which more than one agent may be
involved (and hence recipes that provide for multiple agents of constituent acts). thb
need to coordinate intentions of multiple agents, and the need to explicitly model
the commitment to act. The definition of SharedPlans must be revised to distinguish
more clearly among these different components. \W\e expect the recipe clause [Clause
(1)] to become more precise in the process of this reformulation.
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